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Introduction

The discrete element method (DEM) is a popular approach for computing the motion and effect of
a large number of small particles. The DEM is becoming widely accepted as an effective method
for addressing engineering problems in granular and discontinuous materials. It implements the
explicit multi-body dynamics with a large numbers of bodies.
The DEM is used, e.g., for the simulation of fracture and fragmentation of concrete when a chisel
is applied, see Fig. 1, or when a screw is driven in the material.

Figure 1: Fracturing of a block of concrete by a chisel tool.

Scope of work

The starting point of this work is an implementation of the discrete element method in Yade [6].
Yade is an extensible open-source framework for discrete numerical models, focused on the Dis-
crete Element Method. The computation parts are written in C++ using flexible object model,
allowing the independent implementation of new alogrithms and interfaces. Python is used for
rapid and concise scene construction, simulation control, postprocessing and debugging1. The

1http://yade-dem.org/doc/
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available code is able to simulate fracture and fragmentation of concrete. It employs very many
(105 − 109) rigid bodies to model the geometry of the concrete structure and its mechanical prop-
erties. The available code moves these particles based on Newton’s law of motion by means of
external and inter-particle forces described by contact laws, e.g. a cohesive bond law modeling the
specific behavior of concrete. An explicit time stepping method is used. The contact detection of
n particles has complexity n log(n) (instead of n2).
The structure of the algorithm is to a large extent identical with known algorithms for particle-
based simulations [3]. We therefore envision that we can use known open codes for particle sim-
ulation like GROMACS2 for molecular dynamics, IPPL3 for for the simulation of particle move-
ments in accelerator physics or astronomy, or LAMMPS which is a classical molecular dynamics
code for Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulations4.
The use of GROMACS in molecular simulations is discussed by Páll, Abraham et al. [1, 5].
IPPL (Independent Parallel Particle Layer) is an object-oriented framework for particle and field
based applications in computational science requiring high-performance parallel computers [2]. In
LAMMPS some models treat particles as finite-size spheres, as opposed to point particles. (This
is comparable to the treatment of particles in Yade.) This means they have an angular velocity and
torque can be imparted to them to cause them to rotate, see [4].
The work will be split in two parts.

1. The shorter first part (1-2 months) deals with the suitability of these particle frameworks for
the planned Yade applications. A framework for the highly parallel handling of big numbers
of particles is selected.

2. In the larger second part of the work (3-4 months) a prototype for the interaction of Yade
with the chosen particle framework is to be implemented.

A test application is provided to develop this prototype. A realistic application is provided
to investigate if it is suitible for larger scale applications.

Requirements

• Student in computational science or related fields.

• Good knowledge in numerical mathematics.

• Good command of C++ and literacy in Python.

Deliverables

• The work is to be documented in a short and concise thesis (LATEX, PDF). It must be written
such that it is intelligible to a fellow-student.

• The code should be written as clean as possible. It must be properly documented.

• At the end of the thesis, the work is to be presented in a 30 minutes’ talk.

Contact

• Prof. Dr. Peter Arbenz, Computer Science, ETH Zurich, arbenz@inf.ethz.ch

• Dr. Michael Pertl, Coorporate Research & Technology, Hilti AG, Michael.Pertl@hilti.com
2http://www.gromacs.org/
3http://amas.web.psi.ch/tools/IPPL/
4http://lammps.sandia.gov/
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